2001 town and country transmission

The most recently reported issues are listed below. The contact owns a Chrysler town and
country. The contact stated that while attempting to drive the vehicle, the transmission failed to
go forward. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic, where it was diagnosed with an
unknown failure on the power train. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The
failure mileage was , Two cases of transmission failure requiring replacement at 41, miles and
again at 80, miles approximate requiring extensive cost to repair, and towing cost, rental car
cost for 6 days. I have a chyrsler town and country minivan with 81, miles. Failure occurred
outside erie PA on interstate Had the van towed to Chrysler dealership in erie PA. And then I
rented a car to get back to cleveland. I called Chrysler for assistance because I felt that a vehicle
with 81, miles on it should not have a major transmission failure like that, and I also felt the cost
of the repair was excessive. Chrysler's response was sometimes this happens and there is
nothing they can do. Case closed. Even the fact that I have owned 3 Chrysler minivans didn't
matter to them. Since the van was 2 hours from my home, I had no other reasonable option but
to have the dealership put in the re-manufactured transmission. Engine light came on. Had car
into repair shop but they could not find problem. After retrieving vehicle and driving home, car
bucked and lunged me forward. I was barely able to pull over the side of the highway.
Fortunately, no one was following too closely. Had to have car towed as it no longer would
move in any gear. Car smelled as if something was burning. Transmission needs replacing. Car
just went over 41, miles while I was driving it home! As many transmission failures as there are
documented just on this website, one would think it should warrant an investigation at the very
least. I always said I would never buy a Ford. Now I also will never buy another Chrysler. I
thought I had purchased a good quality, dependable vehicle. It will be toyotas for me from now
on. The very next day, the transmission failed. The vehicle only had 62, miles and had never
been used as a tow vehicle. I would like an investigation into why a relatively newer vehicle
should have this kind of catastrophic transmission failure at such a relatively low mileage. The
vehicle had been dealer serviced. While driving 55 to 60 mph,consumer heard a loud unknown
sound. Also, transmission indicator light was flashing. While pulling vehicle over consumer
noticed vehicle would not accelerate. Vehicle was towed to dealership, and technician
determined that transmission failed, and needed to be replaced. At approximately 52, the
automatic transmission catostrophically failed while driving at 65 mph on interstate 55 near
joilet, IL. The failure had the effect of losing all power instantly while surrounded by traffic
making it difficult to manuvear the car to the shoulder. The dealership was helpful in getting
Chrysler to assume some responsibility by providing a rebuilt transmission at no cost leaving
me to pay labor, only. Transmission failure at less than 36, miles on Chrysler town and country
minivan. Had taken vehicle in one month prior for "slippage" of transmission. Vehicle was
returned with ntf. Failure was catostrophic and transmission will be replaced with
remanufactured transmission. As of the date of this filing, have not received my car back from
dealership. Was fortunate car failure occurred while pulling into gas station after a large bang
had been heard to determine cause of failure. While driving 70mph the transmission failed
stranding the consumer on the side of the road for an hour. The vehicle's transmission failed.
Since the consumer already had the transmission repaired the manufacturer refused to
reimburse the cost of the repair. Car Problems. Transmission Failure problem 1. Transmission
Failure problem 2. Transmission Failure problem 3. Transmission Failure problem 4.
Transmission Failure problem 5. Transmission Failure problem 6. Transmission Failure problem
7. Transmission Failure problem 8. Transmission Failure problem 9. Transmission Failure
problem Automatic Transmission problems Automatic Transmission problems. Automatic
Transmission Torque Converter problems. Transmission Noise problems. Automatic
Transmission Control Module problems. Transmission Solenoid problems. Power Train
problems. Vehicle Shudder problems. Transmission Stuck In Gear problems. Automatic
Transmission Gear Indicator problems. Transmission Not Go Into Gear problems. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. My Chrysler town and country has , and reverse
doesn't work I'm really tired of these car transmission failure so expensive to fix. Tl-the contact
owns a Chrysler town and country. The contact stated that while driving approximately 55 mph,
the vehicle transmission started to shift differently, the check engine warning indicator
illuminated and started to loose power. The rera back window was splater with transmission
fluid. The contact pulled over to the shoulder. The vicle was taken to the dealer courtesy
Chrysler, mall pkwy, stonecrest, GA , they determined that the transmission pupm failed and
needed replacement. The manufacturer was notified of the failure and a case number: The
vehicle was not repaired. The approximate failure mileage was , Front pump in transmission
failed. Van will not drive. Also have keep replacing sway bar end links, for years since new. Had
to replace rear wheel hubs due to bearing failure. The contact owns a Chrysler town and
country. The contact stated that while driving at an undisclosed speed, the transmission failed

to shift as designed, without warning. The vehicle was towed to tyson motor 1 sw. The
manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The failure mileage was 88, The contact stated that
while her husband was driving at 40 mph, the transmission seized and the vehicle shut off
without warning. The contact's husband was able to coast the vehicle to young Buick GMC e
main st, owosso, mi where they were unable to service the vehicle because it was not a gm
vehicle. Upon investigation, the contact associated NHTSA campaign number: 16v power train
with her failure. The manufacturer was notified of the failure and informed the contact that her
vehicle was not included in a recall. The vehicle had yet to be repaired. The failure mileage was ,
Driving home last night in our Chrysler town and country a transmission issue came up out of
nowhere, with no warning. The van lost all speed and was unable to keep up with traffic. It was a
dangerous situation that thankfully avoiding any accidents. The van only has 58, miles. A
certified technician has looked at it and said it will need a new transmission due to internal
failure of the pump as there's no pump pressure. He mentioned that he's personally seen
several of these problems with premature transmission failure due to design flaw; including
ones low mileage ones like ours. I've spoken with several other mechanics and all have said it's
an issue seen too frequently. I called the local dealership olathe Dodge Chrysler w th street olathe, KS where the van was purchased from and spoke with the dealership director to see if
they could work with us to correct a known problem. All I was given was the Chrysler customer
service number. It's an expensive design flaw by Chrysler costing several thousand of dollars to
repair. Tl the contact owns a Chrysler town and country. When the vehicle was started, the rpms
increased; however, the vehicle failed to move. The rpms continued to fluctuate up and down
intermittently. An independent mechanic stated that the vehicle was having transmission
failure. The mechanic found engine code: p regarding loss of hydraulic pump prime and code:
pb regarding lc pressure switch rationality. The contact stated that were open recalls for the
same failure. The dealer and manufacturer were not contacted. The failure mileage was 61,
While driving approximately 45 mph, the vehicle stopped moving. The contact stated that the
engine was still running, but the accelerator pedal felt as if the gear were in neutral. There was
no warning indicator illuminated. The vehicle was taken to hoffman Chrysler Jeep Dodge ram ,
located at s edgewood dr, hagerstown, MD where it was diagnosed that the pump went out in
the transmission and caused the transmission to fail. The manufacturer was made aware of the
failure and stated that there was no recall. The failure mileage was 66, Transmission failure of
the 62 te transmission. Transmission would not shift and went into limp mode with multiple
sensor codes thrown. This occurred while driving on the express way, approximately traveling
at 70mph during rush hour. Transmission required multiple hard part replacement. After rebuild
transmission had hard shifting went into limp mode again after 3 days from shop, again while
on express way. Codes p, p, p, p Transmission required another rebuild this time after 1 day out
of the shop transmission experienced hard shifting however this time would not up shift stayed
in 1st gear. Transmission fluid is at the proper level for the transmission fluid temp per
manufacture. Codes p, p and p is present. Replaced sensors and cleared codes replaced trans
fluid. Trans worked would well for 6 miles while on a major state road, then while accelerating
from a stop it would not up shift again and the same three codes are present. While driving 25
mph, the transmission made a knocking sound and the vehicle began to independently
decelerate upon driving less than 30 mph. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic
where it was diagnosed that the transmission failed and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was
repaired, but the failure recurred. The manufacturer was not made aware of the issue. The
approximate failure mileage was 22, The contact stated that the wires, wiring harness, and the
electronic functions shorted out when the front seats were moved back and forth. The failure of
the wires being impacted prevented the seat from moving. In addition, front air bag warning
indicators illuminated. The dealer replaced the wires, wiring harness, and additional
components four times, but the failure recurred. The contact was unable to move the front
driver and passenger seats. The vehicle was taken back to the dealer steve white motors inc, us
hwy 70 se, newton, nc , for an appointment to repair the failure and to replace the parts a fifth
time. The manufacturer provided no solution and mentioned that the vehicle should be taken
back to the dealer for another repair. In addition, the transmission failed and was replaced. The
VIN was not available. The contact stated that while driving at various speeds, the brake pedal
was depressed and the engine stalled without warning. The failure recurred numerous times.
The vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the transmission failed and
needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired but the failure recurred numerous times. The
manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was approximately 29, sg. The
contact stated that while attempting to drive the vehicle, the transmission failed to go forward.
The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic, where it was diagnosed with an unknown
failure on the power train. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. Faulty

transmission. Constantly hard shifts everywhere. Feels like the transmission is going to fall out
of the vehicle every time you shift from reverse to drive ,or drive to park, or park to reverse. This
is the second transmission on this vehicle. There are only miles on the vehicle overall. I called
Chrysler and all they tell me is that it's out of warranty. It's obviously their inadequate parts and
it's just a matter of time before the transmission fails on the freeway and someone gets injured.
How many accidents need to happen before Chrysler steps up and puts a good transmission on
their vehicles?. Two cases of transmission failure requiring replacement at 41, miles and again
at 80, miles approximate requiring extensive cost to repair, and towing cost, rental car cost for 6
days. All maintenance done by same dealership. Car has 52, miles on it. After getting home from
vacation transmission suddenly died - no warning. Mechanic found 9 codes and one that
referenced no hydraulic pressure. They checked the transmission filter and found it to be clean
- transmission failed with less than 65k miles on it. Transmission fluid was a proper levels and
was not burnt in any way - still a nice red color. Luckily we were able to get the car to our
destination and not stranded on the highway. This time 3rd gear apparently died and our
mechanic mentioned that this is a popular transmission and very popular for failing. Potential
for accident, luckily none occurred in this instance. I have a chyrsler town and country minivan
with 81, miles. Failure occurred outside erie PA on interstate Had the van towed to Chrysler
dealership in erie PA. And then I rented a car to get back to cleveland. I called Chrysler for
assistance because I felt that a vehicle with 81, miles on it should not have a major transmission
failure like that, and I also felt the cost of the repair was excessive. Chrysler's response was
sometimes this happens and there is nothing they can do. Case closed. Even the fact that I have
owned 3 Chrysler minivans didn't matter to them. Since the van was 2 hours from my home, I
had no other reasonable option but to have the dealership put in the re-manufactured
transmission. The transmission failed suddenly. The rpm's went up while pressing the gas, but
the van did not move. After further investigation by a technician it was determined that it was
related to the transmission. Someone please help!. While on vacation far from home, the
transmission started whining loudly and shifting roughly. The "check engine" light had come on
one day prior - no time to even schedule for service. A moderately audible whine had been
noticed for a month or so prior while driving but had no reason to suspect it was the
transmission. Vehicle had been serviced by dealership religiously, including full transmission
service as recommended. When the transmission went, it went out with a loud bang - then lost
all power. Coasted to the shoulder of the road without incident luckily. The minivan had 49,
miles on it. Came with all options including towing package, but I never towed anything - no tow
bar installed. This does not say much for Chrysler quality. I imagine if I had been towing a boat
occasionally the transmission would have failed much sooner. I would like to be notified if
Chrysler ever steps up to the plate and offers to reimburse those who lost transmissions
prematurely. Transmissions should last at least , miles - I don't care what the warranty says.
That is a cop out. Without some reimbursement I will never buy a Chrysler again. This was my
first and probably my last. Engine light came on. Had car into repair shop but they could not
find problem. After retrieving vehicle and driving home, car bucked and lunged me forward. I
was barely able to pull over the side of the highway. Fortunately, no one was following too
closely. Had to have car towed as it no longer would move in any gear. Car smelled as if
something was burning. Transmission needs replacing. Car just went over 41, miles while I was
driving it home! As many transmission failures as there are documented just on this website,
one would think it should warrant an investigation at the very least. I always said I would never
buy a Ford. Now I also will never buy another Chrysler. I thought I had purchased a good
quality, dependable vehicle. It will be toyotas for me from now on. The very next day, the
transmission failed. The vehicle only had 62, miles and had never been used as a tow vehicle. I
would like an investigation into why a relatively newer vehicle should have this kind of
catastrophic transmission failure at such a relatively low mileage. The vehicle had been dealer
serviced. Vehicle stalled, and consumer had the vehicle towed. Dealership was notified, but did
not resolve the problem. Arriving a tschool the transmission failed in traffic. Had to push it into
the parking lot, then called tow truck. Contacted nanufacturer after discovering that this was a
very common failure, but not recall item. This transmission failure placed my family in danger in
a strange city, and required towing to the local dealer and rental of a vehicle to return home to
louisville, kentucky, over miles away. Upon further investigation and inquiry, we had the vehicle
towed to mr. Transmission to replace the transmission. Representatives at mr. Transmission
notified us that this was not an isolated incident, and explained that there is a defective pin in
the transmission which commonly works its way out of the housing unit on this vehicle, and
destroys the transmission. I intend to write Chrysler and invite you to contact the manufacturer
to contact me. Thank you. While driving 55 to 60 mph,consumer heard a loud unknown sound.
Also, transmission indicator light was flashing. While pulling vehicle over consumer noticed

vehicle would not accelerate. Vehicle was towed to dealership, and technician determined that
transmission failed, and needed to be replaced. At approximately 52, the automatic
transmission catostrophically failed while driving at 65 mph on interstate 55 near joilet, IL. The
failure had the effect of losing all power instantly while surrounded by traffic making it difficult
to manuvear the car to the shoulder. The dealership was helpful in getting Chrysler to assume
some responsibility by providing a rebuilt transmission at no cost leaving me to pay labor, only.
Transmission failed at 66, miles in the middle of the highway. Front wheels locked up and was
unable to roll into neutral. The wheels gave, after prayer, and the vehicle was able
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to be rolled to the shoulder. Wheels locked up again once the vehicle was on the shoulder.
Vehicle was towed to the nearest Chrysler dealership. Was told it would be necessary to replace
transmission. Chrysler refuses to grant a "goodwill repair" even though it's due to a technical
failure and not a wear and tear or poor service failure. I am in the process of sending a
complaint letter to daimler-Chrysler, fox 5 news, and the center for auto safety. While driving the
vehicle's transmission failed prematurely without warning. The part was repaired three times.
Please provide any additional information. Transmission failed at 74,, putting a big hole through
the transmission case. Transmission was a Car Problems. Power Train problems. Automatic
Transmission problems. Transmission Noise problems. Automatic Transmission Control
Module problems. Automatic Transmission Torque Converter problems. Transmission Pump
problems. Transmission Gear Slipping problems. Noises During Shifting problems.

